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SOME ENCHANTED EVENING – The Songs of Rodgers and Hammerstein
We have all heard their songs and we have all enjoyed their musicals. Together they wrote nine Broadway Musicals,
one film and one television musical and were known as America’s most successful musical theatre writing team. Their
partnership has been called the greatest of the 20th Century. Collectively they have amassed over 2000 songs,
numerous musicals and films.
Join us for a very special concert event paying tribute to the timeless music from the legendary Richard Rodgers and

Oscar Hammerstein II.
Featuring tunes from Carousel, The King and I, South Pacific, The Sound of Music and many more, Some Enchanted
Evening is truly an enchanted concert of exquisite songs from the golden age of musicals.
In an intimate setting amongst the stars, your audience will be taken on a whimsical journey through song and dance,
and be captivated by the beautiful music of ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’, ‘Younger Than Springtime’, ‘I Have Dreamed’,
‘Climb Every Mountain’, ‘Oh What a Beautiful Morning’ and many more.
With beautiful costumes, extraordinary dancing and a song list that also includes music from their partnerships with
Jerome Kern and Lorenz Hart, Some Enchanted Evening is a magical, uplifting experience that is not to be missed.
Brought to you from the team behind the highly successful and entertaining productions of A Fine Romance - The
Magic of Fred Astaire, Just a Couple of Song and Dance Men, Practically Perfect - The Music of Julie Andrews and A
Night in Vegas.

REVIEWS FEATURE

Executive Producer, and writer, Margaret Fisk AM, deserves her own round of applause. Past shows
include A Fine Romance-The Magic Of Fred Astaire, Practically Perfect- The Music Of Julie Andrews,
Bugle Boys – A Salute To The Andrews Sisters, and California Dreaming- The Music Of The Mamas And
The Papas, this lady and her team have a history of doing history well. Fisk allows the great works and
artists of yesteryear to be revived and performed for us in the modern era, equally enabling musicians and
contemporary era song and dance folk to sing the songs, learn the lines, and shuffle the steps to bring
these magic jewels to life for us as if freshly minted. Her product is always exceptional- talent, sets, lighting,
costume, musicianship, presentation, and writing always top drawer and her latest work does not
disappoint. Each work shows a dedication to timely preparation, often lacking in the bigger companies.
This lady loves live musical theatre – and the quality acts tell the story…
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